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Nyein Way(1d9.1.1962)
 
a   poet, multi-disciplinary artist, post-conceptual writer/a text-based  artist and
educator, who knows the staggering gaps in the zone of poetry as the arts and
culture continuum by trying to use htayrawada buddhism Pathana Texts-24-
ways of causes and effects in human circles of life as wisdom, emptiness from
the concept of htayrawada buddhism as no ego or no self
and no ego's possessivesness in
happeningness of life forms and essence of life situation, contemporary
philosophy, contemporary psychology, zen buddhism, ethics, aesthetics,
neuroaesthetics and bridges of humanity in culturalanthropology and
anthropological pssychology by means of simplicities of post-representational
styles of pist-conceptual poetics in the 21st century.
Date of Birth: January 19,1962
Real Name:  Maung Thein  or   Thein
Pen Name: Nyein Way/? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  it is not spelt like? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ;                            There can have another poet with the name Nyein
Wai or nyein way: be careful! ! ! ! ! !
Education: B.A. English, Post-graduate Diploma
in English Language Teaching, Cambridge Certicate in ELT CEELT Level 2
                               
Publications:
1                                                               An anthology of poems within 20
years named'Words
and Tree' in 2005
2                                                               An educational
book'Classroomology'   in 1999
3                                                               Video art:  1               Isolated
Sports in 2005
shown in poetry workshop and poetry reading at Gitameit Music Institute's ''New
Diections Programme '' in 2005 in Yangon
:  2               &quot; CIRCUITS&quot; in 2010, shown in Wathan Film Festival,
YANGON, MYANMAR in 2017.
4                                                 A Poetics Book 'Conceptual Poetics and A
Contemporary poet'
   in August,2009.
5                                YouTube - IG2BA  Unilateral Culture Exchange
             - DAN KWONG & NYEIN WAY
	
2 min 13 sec - 24 Apr 2009
Dance excerpt from 'IT'S GREAT 2B AMERICAN', performed Nov. '08, LA Theater
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Center. Text by Burmese poet Nyein Way. Camera - Mark...
 
6                          GA GA NA NA-a post-conceptual and text-based artwork
   is  published  in october,2010.
7                   ''Anamataga'', an experimebtaland postconceprual poetey book in
2012.
8                   ''Biopsy Of Silence'', Wittgenstein's Lab 1962-2063                  
in 2016, an experimental poetry book.
9                   99-RIVERS: the 21st cenrury new world poetics, an experimental
powtry book on essay-poem in 2017.
10                   &quot; TOTAL POETRY&quot; , an experimental powtry book in
2015.
11                   &quot; A POSTCONCEPTUAL DICTIONARY: a biligual book, an
experimental poetry book structuring all definitions of words as one long poem.
12              Biopsy Of Silence 2016             
13              99~RIVERS; the 21st century new world poetics Feb,2017             
14              In the anthology of asia~pacific writings&quot; The Near And The
Far&quot;  2016               by SCRIBE PUBLICATION, London and Austrakia.
15    A Little Bamboo Bridge 2018, Kabanaryeegyi Publishing House, Yangon,
Myanmar.
16    Key  2018, Kabanaryeegyi Publishing House, Yangon, Myanmar.
 
Educational aims of Q.E.L.C. Language Centre:
 
He had worked as a part-time tutor at Department Of English at Yangon
University Of Hlaing Campus{R.C 2            } from 1984 to 1995,
 
         He wants to help kids to think for themselves in a critical and
humanistic way through teaching English as a second or foreign
greatest aim is to make kids know that education is life
long learning and having an informed choice in a critical
attitude, reflecting their own experiences and others' experiences and
opinions-learing by doing things and learning by critically
interactive with others, experssing their own opinions, building up self
esteem in the learning community and existing society. I want to know more
about how
developed countries are building up educational community compared to
a country like Myanmar and from that educational and international
experiences, he can have more energy to build up, i would say, a
democrative, open and critical community through the classroom and reflecting
and contemplating on
daily experiences.
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 He woyld like  to train teachers to be more effective and critical for the
community they work for, too.
 So he had also given  educational workshops for teachers for
English at British Council and American centre workshops since 1999.
 He had  done some poetry readings and performances for some schools
in Yangon such as international school yangon and alliance francaise, Yangon.
 
 
 
About Nyein Way's poems: All his poems are about the bridges alternative
realities are  the basic humanities are fragmented in any situations, realities are
multifaceted beings and poetry is made through life as bridges for peace,
humanity and intellectual growth.
 
He said  &quot; I never write poems under the category 'Politics and my poems
are  3 As                 being and becoming apolitical, astronomical and apoetic
crossing many a boundaries in the arts and culture zone as a a cuttibg~
edge  &quot; postconceptual balance of life, intelligence & multtude in time of
peace, harmony & wisdom.&quot;
 
Inspirations: Gertrude Stein, Beckett, John Cage, Jackson Mac Low, Zukofsky,
Alan Gingberg, Frank O'hara, Charles Bernstein, Kenneth Goldsmith, ancient
asian poets and poetics, Htayrawada buddhism's Pathana texts which manifest
24 machineries existing and connecting to reveal causes and effects and to self-
realize the conceptual liberation and to knoe and to reflect conceptualization
process, any cartoons and animated characters and children literature and
everyday life of ordinary people
            
 
He had helped British poet Ruth Padel to make meeting with Myanmar poets and
translated some of her favourite poems from different countries  when she visted
Myanmar in 2002
gave poetry workshops both inside and outside the country Myanmar
                                       -American Centre, Alliance Francaise, art centers,
international schools and Gitemeit music centre participated in the Mekong
project artists-in-residency programme in Phenom Penh, Cambodia in Nov,2004,
together with artists from Mekong region               
made collaborative performances with artists from USA, Thailand, Cambodia,
Laos, China, Vietnam, Finland, Hongkong
made NIGHT, MOON, DANCE performance with international artists based on his
Trilogy poem'night, moon dance'
    a contributor of an article about Myanmar theatre for the Encyclopedia of
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Asian Theatre published by Greenwood Publishing House, NYC which have got
the best reference book award by the American Library Association in 2008.
 
He performed ''Sky Poem'' poetry work with improvised texts  in ''1st Beyond
Pressure  International Performance Festival held in Yangon, Myanmar in 2008.
    One of his poems was published in the 'THE' literary magazine, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, the United Stated of America in July, poetry reading events in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, USA and Malibu, Los Angeles, California, USA in June,2008.
            One of his poems he wrote during his one-month long stay in 18th street
arts center, Santamonica, Los Angeles, California was used in multi-media artist
Dan Kwong's Performance 'It's great 2B an American' in June,2008 at highway
performance center at 18th street arts center.
    He has Read poetry with performance, collaborating with dancers, singers and
musicians from New York, Beijing, Thailand and Germany in the multimedia
performance sponsored by Asian Cultural Council at Gitameit Music center,
Yangon in December, poetry reading with performance at International
Performance Festival'BEYOND PRESSURE'together with international artists from
Canada, Malaysia, Korea and Vietnam and read a paper on 'Artists Communities
in Myanmar' in December,2008.
                He read poetry at the most famous theatre troupe in Myanmar'Shwe
Man Chan Tha theatre troupe at Independence Day Festival in the football field of
Hlaing Township, Yangon, collaborating with the performance 'Philosophy Tree'
by New York-based Thai Dancer'Khun Pichet, artist Myat Kyawt and Shwe Man
Chan Tha Chantha on January 3,2009.
     One of his poem'Light's Shadow' is placed in the new music programme by
artistic director and composer William Jason Raynovich with Featuring
Composers: Boustead, Carter, Oehlers, Raynovich, Sierra, Pulizer Prize winner of
music Steven Stucky, Villa-Lobos  on Sunday, May 17th,7: 00pm
 at Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art
  2320 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago,  his Clarinet Sonata will receive its Chicago
premiere.
              Having read  the poem 'Clay Revolution' together with musians; Kit
Young  USA, Dephanie Germany                                                     and
performance artists; Myat Kyawt & Daw Htay Htay at 'Tribute to singer Htoo Ein
Thin'at Gitameit music center, Yangon Myanmar on August 14, the poem'Next
Window To Puppet City' at NEXT WINDOW art exbition held at Lawkanat Art
Gallery, Yangon on August 28,2009.
     Read POetry with performance'VICTORY' on September 25,2009 at 'Natural
&environmental art exibition' at Lokanat art gallery, Yangon, Myanmar.
     Make a performance piece'Back To Dream' at New Zero Art Space, Yangon on
Oct 28,2009.
     Make poetry reading and improvising poetry as a narrator  in multi-
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disciplinary performance of the story 'FOUR PUPPETS' at 'Master Class in Asian
Puppetry', collaborating with puppeteers, musicians, directors from USA,
Thailand, Myanmar and Germany at Empty Space Chiangmai ESC
      in Chiangmai, Thailand, Bangkok Culture and Art Centre in Bangkok on Jan
15, Jan 16 and Jan 20,2010.
    Make performance art'CIRCUITS' with collage poetry and improvosational text
by Nyein Way, Matin Heidegger being and time, Craige Dworking Strand
             and Caroline Bergvall, on February 7,2010 at Lokanat Gallery, Yangon.
  Show text-based artwork 'MAHAJANAKA-CIRCUIT PAGE TWO'  and read the
translation poem of Arthur Sze's Before  Completion 1989
jsjustaposed with Artist Chan Aye's Art work Untitled Light boxes at 'Crossing
Borders' Myanmar Contemporary art movement   at lokanat gallery, Yangon from
Aug 30 to September 3,2010.
     On December 28 &31, he read and performed combination and rummagings
of poems titled 'TRUTH BANKS' at action painting festival held at Dagaung Art
Gallery in Yangon, Myanmar.
He had attended IRRAWADDY LITERARY FESTIVAL ILF in Yangon, Myanmar and
had given talks and poetry readings since the first one in 2013.
He was rewarded a WrICE residency programme in Hoinn and Hanoi Vietnam and
Melbourne, Australia by WRICE PROGRAMMES in  the same year he had attended
Melbourne Writers Festival MWF and Queensland Poetry Festival QPF reading
poetry and giving talks about poetry situation under censorships.
He has also given poetry reading and poetry talks inside and outside Myanmar
when invited.
His contributes to a
Variety of journals and magazines both internationally and locally such as &quot;
TRIPWIRE&quot; ; A journal of new poetics: California, USA, &quot;
RABBIT&quot; , A JOURNAL OF NONFICTION POETRY, RMIT UNIVERSIR,
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, &quot; JARKARTA POST&quot; , INDONISIA, &quot;
BE UNTEXED&quot; , MYANMAR, &quot; FLASHCOVE&quot; , QUEENSLAND,
AUSTRALIA, &quot; THE BLUE NIB&quot; , IRELAND, THE LITERARY MAGAZINE,
SANTAFE, NEW MEXICO, USA, PRESSUREGAGUE, AUSTRALIA, and many others.
He is living together with his wife, a son and a daughter, who are both medical
doctors, enjoying family values and family life peacefully in Yangon, Myanmar,
and practising buddhist vipassana meditation daily.
 
 
 
 
 
 
MCPS MYANMAR CONCEPTUAL POETS STATION ON FACEBOOK
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Poetry Website:
 
Educational institution:
 
 
 age Centre.156,4th floor left, between 46th and 47th streets, Anawratha Road,
Botataung township, : 95-1-724520
E-mail: mmtqelc@
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3: 16
 
3: 16
Is
3: 16
Is
Three sixteen
Is
3; 16.
 
Nyein Way
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99-Rivers: The 21st Century New World Poetics
 
in the attached file....
 
Nyein Way
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A Beautiful Mythology
 
Poetry
Is
Always
Irrelevant.
 
Reference Zone: : :
 
1.P...I..A...I
2.P..poetry
3.I....intelligence
4.A.....artificially authentic
5.I......iconic
 
Nyein Way
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A Beauty In A Human Family
 
&quot;PEACE AND HAPPINESS
IN UPS AND DOWNS OF LIFE IN A MULTI_DIMENSIONAL REALITY.&quot;,
someone said.
 
Nyein Way
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A Book
 
a life
A boat
An aeroplane
A bird
A moon
A sun
A river
A choice
 
Nyein Way
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A Change In An Earthline
 
a stream inside the rocky mountain in the wild
unseen by normal eye
but only with wye of distilled wisdom
like a watwr flowing in noble silence as stopwatch
a tree is quite and still among the artificial -social
Storms
aweinspired awareness sprouts
time? ? ? ? ?
 
Nyein Way
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A Clock
 
Youth and oddness
Open Sky
 
Nyein Way
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A Difficult Walk In Thought
 
Curving realities in a new dimension of aviation
A beauty of experimental poetics
 
Nyein Way
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A Door
 
playing dices of truth conditions
Among the murals of generation gaps
And
Poetic gaps
And
Human space of dignity.
 
Nyein Way
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A Kite
 
Meditation insights on pains of life
 
Nyein Way
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A Manifesto Of Post_Conceptual Poetry@august,2009
At Poemhunter
 
poem is in the attached file.
 
Nyein Way
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A Meta_Poem
 
Like a poet Following a lunatic moon
Meaning is in the lost and found department of poetic abstruct expressions.
Silent is gold ans sold out.
&quot;A poem is just a poem&quot;, said a poem.
 
Nyein Way
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A Misleading Road
 
suspicion
In the process of life forms
Suspicion
 
Nyein Way
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A Narrative Wisdom
 
a lotus flower in the stream
under the bamboo bridge
in the haymalayyas forest
an 87 years old monk is walking
over the bamboo bridge 1987
with meditative mindfulness
relaxed in mind and body
 
Nyein Way
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A Natural Garden Of Vied Beauty
 
naivaism
aesthetic simplicity and philosophical values of humanity
by
an ordinary citizen as mum and dad
smiling faces even in the hardest time of dark and uncertain ages
 
Nyein Way
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A Neo-Voyage To Another Universe
 
after apocylse of humanity
a poetics of string theory of mind
as
compassionate love
for
post-humanity machine
who owns universe? ? ?
 
Nyein Way
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A Page
 
efficient waves of identitiless energy
a lawn of flows on the eartj
 
Nyein Way
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A Paper Boat
 
floating in the stream of dreams
a paper boat and a real moon
colourful smiles of motherhood
every night is a birth of uncertain dawn
in the streets of colourful roads to multi-dimensionality of solutions to existential
atoms in human crisis
nature speaks out
listen to the silent moon
 
Nyein Way
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A Poet
 
just a poet
Is a poet
Being a poet
In the colours, hues, shadows, flesh of night
Just a poet
Is a poet
Being a poet
Becoming a poem of abstract question
Running out of layered beams
Just a poet...
 
Nyein Way
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A Rabbit On Therock
 
Sky walks
A baby is smiling.
A man is smoking dreams.
A woman is sewing her dreams.
A sportsman is exercising muscles of dreams.
 
Nyein Way
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A Real Good Friend
 
till the enlightemedment appears voluntarily
 
Nyein Way
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A Scar Of Change
 
don't perform overthinking
just be aware of the present tense
 
Nyein Way
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A Space Man Of The Eastern Origin
 
reality of mars
a universe of unknown knowns
why are you in the mars? ? ?
moon
sun
sahara desert
what is true humaniry? ? ?
meittha, loving kindness
garuna, compassion
 
Nyein Way
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A Story Of Genius
 
Everyone is
Just
A
Genius.
Fish swing.
Man walks.
Astronaut walks in the space.
Poet writes poem.
Gamer play games.
Scientist invent artificial intelligence and finds DNA.
Doctor cures patients.
Nurse helps patients.
Artist draws paintings.
....................
.
................
.
Children are innocent.
Just
Be
The
Way
You
Are
And
Open_minded.
 
Nyein Way
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A Table
 
Conversation of life experiences
Feasted breeze
Maturity of quests
 
Nyein Way
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A Taleof Enlightened Shadowin Robotics
 
texting reality in the orbits of poetic circumstances
 
Nyein Way
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A Teacher In A Small Village
 
compassion and loving kindness
born out of human mind
near haymalayyas
a bright star
hope in the darkness
a beauty in a human poetics
so many stars are born and raised there
rains and umbrallasm
 
Nyein Way
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A Window
 
Tying kno ks
Knots are open sky
Under the same moon
And under the same sun
Brightening frocks
 
Nyein Way
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A Yellowbamboo Bridge 1978
 
a lotus flower
in the muddy pond
tulips, roses, padauks in myanmar, daffadils...etc
in the garden of space under the same sky
flights of birds
overies of nature
water of flowing rivers
in the haymalayyas
waljing meditations of a 87 year old hermit with the torn white suit
over the yellowbamboo bridge
a lotus pond
(written 1978)
 
Nyein Way
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Action Poetry(1987)
 
he     swims.
he laughs.
he sings.
he discuss.
he curves.
he plays.
he runs.
he ties.
he lies.
..............
............
.....BUT....
BUT he never eversees his mind.
 
Nyein Way
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Alien Intertextuality
 
defamiliarization of questions and happiness
Beyond received concepts
 
Nyein Way
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An Alien Poetics Of Truth
 
Like Goethe's words&quot;Labyrith Of Breast&quot;,
A poetics of experienced_distilled compassionate love for humanity
An alternative river of truth across tested time with good result known unknown
I stop reading poetry and writing poetry.
gsalwayscomeinspiteofdeepernights.
 
Nyein Way
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An Authentic Culture Of Pathology
 
Between Totalitarianism and nigilism
a variety of teuth conditions
a river of authenticity
on the moving clouds as homes of poetry
a study of cultural pathology
a culture is a freedom of chouce
a cultural pathology of observant pathology of beings as human condition
an in3triic respomsibility for life
the whoke unicerse is a pathology of poetry.
 
Nyein Way
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Atheist
 
philosophy is an attitude upon concepts and insights of life conditions upon
choices of human condition for existentialiry of thought upon meanings of life on
the run.
 
Nyein Way
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Authentic Water
 
Flowing as zero-consciousness
a permant impermance of matters
as moving change
an observant concept of awareness
effortless watchfulness upon science of
mind and matter
an authenticity of
Water in timeless chamgws
and
beyond time-space of conceptual liberation
 
Nyein Way
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Beautiful Butterfly
 
pearching on the full grains of yellow paddy plants
under the yellow sky
under the blue sky
a beautiful butterfly is in a quiet mood of relaxed stop
a resting time of flight for dreams for future generations
colourful wings.
 
Nyein Way
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Beautiful Life
 
A small boat in the ocean of loving kindness and in the sky of compassion.
 
Nyein Way
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Beautiful Republic Of Prose
 
(A Fourteen lines prose.)
 
 
This is a family.
This is a garden.
This is a road.
This is compassion.
This is peace.
This is loving kindness.
This is science.
This is humanity.
This is poetics of innovation.
This is mythology.
This is history.
This is culturalanthropology.
This is culturalpsychology.
This is an essay of a beautiful world.
 
Nyein Way
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Beauty Of Life Orchestra
 
A symphony of
Self_responsibility and construction of meaningful life atmosphere
In
LYers of social changes
In a harmonious way Beauty Of Guman Mediations
 
Nyein Way
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Biopoetics
 
Everything is temporarily venerable.
I am also temporary and
venerable.
But....
Except....
 
Nyein Way
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Bird On Branch
 
A sattlite in its own trans_orbit
Singing a song of rhyming concepts
 
Nyein Way
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Birds Of Poetry3
 
freedom out of thrownness in human circumstances
a bird on the branch of a tree
is painful tragedy of subjective deaths of one's dream in poetry of inauthentic
beingness
abstraction of pietic freedom has been discovered emorion
empathy of powtry
sympathy of a poet
the birds are flying freedom in the light of poetry
a child of poetry
into maturity of diced virtues on life atmosphere
 
Nyein Way
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Blue Mountains
 
friends are happy
whemn I come back to my natives
blue mountains, silent stream, impressive evenings and
away from
voices of city roads
 
Nyein Way
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Breeze In City Of Nowness
 
ice-frogged jumps theough the forests of haymalayyas walks on a bamboo
beidge where the lotus pond of colourful garden flowd as ordinaryiness of nature
reflected across rhythm of humanitu comoassionate love upon all neings in the
circles of life wheels ice-frogged forests cool downto the decampings of obsessive
identities in self-reflexiveness of rains from the sky voices of links are greeds in
human sufferings
(please catch the quickest mobes of atomic electriciry of poetic mind)
 
Nyein Way
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Butterflies
 
mornings are musical happenings a danted paradise lost and paradise regained
the order of things simulated by higher standard of creativiry a grammar of greek
language stories of heated atmospheres in terms of crossing overs of
imaginations lost and dead realities of reimagination a whole person of yin/yang
human conditions questioned by exiles in ullyse taken the measure of life father
and son stephened woods of haymalayyas a figure of poetic cities mind-body
walks of life on the mergins of objective humanity of jewish otherness a unique
personaliry in the streets of london joy of jerusalum freuded psycholoy of
psychoanalysis a generosities of creative clouds in the republic of semantic webs
of truths moving in the current of democratic images voices of unknown knowns
awareness on meditoons of human suffering theories of first hands on the face of
eyes....a sensualiries of books books of cultural strangeness a virtue of deep
human sufferings reflecting on the characterisation of horizon a portrait of a
human as a free -circular scienrist a poet of scienrific hypothesis...unending
narrative of umfinished visions of an ordinary destiny............a city of............
 
Nyein Way
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Candle Of Humanity
 
buses are foundations of city dwellers
moon is a hope intelligence
among the crowded wabes of heat
 
Nyein Way
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Carl Jung On Poetry
 
&quot;People don't have  have people&quot;
what is truth? ?
asked by powt nyein way.
who are you? ? ?
 
Nyein Way
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Cat On The Book_Self
 
Outstanding de_creatives in the regime of thoughts
Paperwork dances in the paper moon
Joy of life
A natural flow of effortless insights
A boy is walking on the main road of a big city.
 
Nyein Way
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Choose The Right Concept
 
 on lies.
 
vating education in garden of youth in an independent philosophy.
 
 
questions for truth.
 
Nyein Way
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City Of Wisdom
 
Postconceptual poetry
Is
Creatively deconstructive.
 
11.7 2020.
yangonmyanmar.
 
nyeinwaytheunknownknownpoetofthepostexperimentalist.
 
Nyein Way
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Colours Of Spirit
 
stillness in the midst of questions
faces of velocity
in the zenith of riverlets
concentrated point towards wisdom of light
 
Nyein Way
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Coulourful Sprouts
 
seeds Of Humanity in rain waves
Under the blue sky
We all are a family of humanity
 
Nyein Way
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Country Breeze
 
simpliciry and honesty as meditative insights
under the blue sky
compassion and stillness
a silence of maturitypoem
 
Nyein Way
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Countrysongs
 
because insights upon life and human conditions
are clearer and transcendal in them
theaty for the blind
theatre for workers and farmers
theatre for experienced questions
theatre for answers
almost heaven
poetry of simplicity in wisdom village
I Love Country Songs
Now I am 58 years mature.
 
Nyein Way
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Covid.19.2019/2020
 
Covid teaches people from different parts of the world that
We are a family
All are brothers sisters, relatives
Connected by compassion and loving kindness, garuna and Meittha in Pali terms
Under the same sky
 
 
 
city is silent.
Trees are silent.
Mind is free.
Cat in the snow.
Mango on the table.
Haymalayyas in the map.
Clouds are in the cup of morning.
 
 
 
Helping each others
Under the same sky
A moral ethics for all human beings
To beautify the world we all live in...
 
Nyein Way
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Crane
 
March of night
Is
Lust of life.
 
Nyein Way
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Dawn
 
life is a school of poetry
Which makes people understand humanity and technological reality.
 
Nyein Way
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De_Osteporosisness
 
wavering games inside philosophical realms of cutting edge films
Mornings in the mist
Seeing an ant marching nowhere
Life is beautiful and grateful
However difficult it has been
 
Nyein Way
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Death Notes
 
a beautiful and relaxing voyage
with compassion and loving kindness
with thadar in pali terms
(wisdom-oriented attirude)
 
Nyein Way
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Debts
 
killing machinery of ego and egoistic obsessive
A poetry of the dark age
 
Nyein Way
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Delaying A Difficult Poem
 
psychological, philosophical and poetic realization upon realities of alternative
dreamers of no dreams standing in the air walking into the deep forests of
haymalayyas sitting on the sofas ofsubtle form changing clouds voicing the
silence of wisdom_mediated experiences in meditative channel of mind
inventiveness of language, sign and image digging the deepest mind of darkness
do you understand it, my friend? ? ? ?
Delaying a difficult poem is that of delaying and deconstructing intertextuality of
texual poetics of normalcy of radiating light of truth_moving flexibility for survival
of meaningful emptiness with no ego or egoistic obsessiveness of meanings in
the limits of language beyond the limits of language made of post_conceptual
simplicities in impossiblities of infinite life forms duringmaking poetry
post_enlightenedment studio of happences I am breathing in and breathing out
now a mindfulness upon sensationalized of diversified directions of atoms as
powtry materiality this is a post_conceptual explanational community of human
condition
Be relaxed, my friend
Put your mindfulness on mind_body poetics of nowness
?***&&&%%%@
O.K.
Now you see essenceless life of postconceptualiry of meaningful emptiness and
post_enlifhtened studio of nothingness
Realizatio of meaningful emptinesshas been in the process of thought space...
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Didactic Discourse
 
light house is a poet's paradigm of
Self-realization hues of light
In the darkness of words.
Emptiness
Is
Impermenance.
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Digital Culture Of Pains In Life
 
Thoughts
In
Moving
Realities
Of
Change
Under time machine
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Dreams
 
are awake even in the daylight
when white nights are mature
a colourful memory of poeticality in human conditions
a natural boat of hope
in the ocean of truth-moving changes
a wonder of a garden of youths
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Drinks
 
Eyes
Ears
On
The
Clouds
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Dry Poetry For Dreamers
 
...........
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ¡! ¡! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
 
 
.......................................
..
 
...............................? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ..
, , ,
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Education Of Still Life
 
Noble silence is born under the starry nights of Vangoughed realities.
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Electric Birth
 
Unknown, untitled and innovative vocabularies
In the stream of poetic rivers
Across the deep ocean of nowness
Just
Only
For a moment
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Energy Of Positive Ways
 
people are laughing
kids are playing
social distancing is silent
mountains are touching the clouds
humans are flying
and riding the clouds
stories are on the edge of moving clouds
SUN and Moon
life and hope
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Energy Plus Garden Of Wisdom-Oriented Earth
 
however dark nights are, moon is always up there in the sky
in spite of moving cloud
positive energy is born out of intelligent tolerance
and
solitariry of inner strenth of moral capacity with mindfulness culture
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Ethics For Otherness
 
Sympathized softness
In mind
Understanding others&quot;s weakness and strength and empathize them
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Exclusive Poetry
 
A cat in the forest
And
A bird on the tree
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Family
 
unity in diversity
A blue mountain among forests of dark matters
Where
Compassion, loving kindness and interdependence grows beautifully.
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Fish On Land
 
Skins studies upon
Textual decomposition
Of
Poetry
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Five Fingers
 
Five Constellations in the universe
 
One...doctors
Two...teachers
Three..nurses
Four...farmers
Five....nature
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Five Seeds For Humanity
 
one...Teacher
two...doctors
three....nurse
four....farmer
five....values of humanity
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Flashes
 
Stars in the nights
Stars in the sky
Stars in the vie
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Flexibiliries For Future As Generalist From Specialist
 
way of thinking for changing social and philosophical realities of a gwneralist's
integrated experiences
smiling faces of a walking peofessional realiries on the moving truth conditions
which is difficult to grasp
be happy in the dealing with uncertainties of life dimensions
raise power of compassion and flexibilities in the world of living things
be observant
no idenrity identity is flexible for humanity of postfutueist's way of life
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Flight Of Uncertainties
 
Parrot learning images
In
Social changes
Of
Human thrownness
Of existential questions
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Flying Home
 
Education is an umbrella education term,
which
is the pilot of the helicopter made out of life lessons.
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Friends Are Brothers And Sisters
 
Teuths of friendship is heard in an orchestra of different lives.
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Friendship
 
poem is in the attahed file....
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Glaciers
 
poetry
After so many years, you will selfrealize poetry of innovation.
Light
After ups and downs in life, you will understand poetry of life.
Energy
After experiencing light, you will see energy of your own.
Time is invisible guest which is circular if one cannot be liberated out of one's
own desire.
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Happy Time
 
extraordinary gaming into the shining sun
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Hill Ofpoetry
 
constituents of wisdom and possibilities of changing sunlights
rivers of still lives with mountains of compassion
in the valley of truths
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Historiography Of Narratives
 
Lions....lions....lions....lions...lions....
L for loyality
I for intelligence
O for observation
N for navaivity
S for strength
Lions
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Hospital Philosophy
 
suffering, a thinking process
death, a sudden happening
caring, sharing
life! ! !
(1978)
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Hospital Poetry Of The Arts
 
Life is
Like a dream.
After waking up, nothing left, emptiness of egoistic sufferings.
Only during dreaming, sufferings matters.
Life is caring
And
Sharing.
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House Of Butterflies
 
Actions
like pseduo-machines
speaking sign language
interhumanness relationship
not blindness, but bloodvtraps
prostitute-like living beings
squeezing bees
healing wheels on earth
(written in 1987)
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Humantrek
 
humaniry of discovered light years through dark matters of mind
sunatomic light of wisdom-oriented humanistic education among cybernetics
spaceships of the entire galaxies to humanity universe
compassionate DNA to peace the world
a resolution not for tourism but for global innocence
green dreams
turning the universe to be a better space to live or to die
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I Am Teacher In Universe! ! ! !
 
When student is ready, teacher arrives.
When student is able to create his/her owns, teacher leaves
When student is uncreatice and decreative on his own, he/she understands or
realize teacher's silence of life and beyond.
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In The Poetry Of Hospital
 
We all are famiky of vibrative impermance
In the time-travalling web
in the love for himanity under the same sky
caring, sharing, love
in the poetics of familyhood
On the line of Annatta(no self in Pali Language)
7An aesthetics of knowledge, love and skills
Through the distilled experiences of a human evolution
We All are just
In
The
Powtry
Of
Life
In
AN empty
Room
Of
Hospital
With
Universal family values
Who Knows? ? ? ?
You...
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Inder The Names Given
 
qualitiws are moting chemisty
qualities are changing mechanism of human condirion upon choice
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Iss...International Space Station
 
new humanity with science of mind-matter with global ethics
a moral insight for wisdom of universe
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Just A Road
 
coughing words
laughing words
ideasmith
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Just Poetry
 
nothing more than that
just poetry links to the title
Just Poetry
 
Nyein Way
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Just Water Flows
 
Though by the names of something for all ricers in universe
But
After all
Just water flows peace in changing current of time and matters
With mature and noble silence.
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Key
 
multi-linguistic mistakes and multi-voiced errors
in the creative-subconscious-digital distortion
of innovative postconceptual poetry of reality
there is nothing in hair
only raindrops of the nowness are changing sounds of weight of semiotics
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Kitchen! ! ! Father Is Cooking For Family! !
 
A human as a father
Solidering for questions of philosophical truthsMother is waljing on the line of
youth bridges
Discussion in groups of sons and daughters
Time is travelling curved line
In the Coffe house
A poet is attentively listening to the narratives of people on the roads with silent
ears
Working on the problems of humanity conflicts
An anthropology of linguistic mouths
Generations of Wisdom
two pounds of waves yearning for relaxed atmosphere
always in noble silence of an 87 years old monk
In the haymalayyas
A bamboo hut
Near the bamboo bridge
Under which a blo
oming lotus flower
With the moonlit night
Of
Poetry
A series of Laughings coomes from a group discussion of young people
About their dads and mums'habitual acts
On Life of kitchen
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Kite Inknight
 
NO strings
No muscle cramps
Only freeing into conceptual liberation.
A legend of truth conditions
Moving in the electric dice
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ngfulness.
 
naive clouds are in a way beauty of temporary wisdom, innocence.
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Lighthouse
 
Uplifting and keeping value communities
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Logo Of Digital Singularity In Post-Poetics
Manifesto(February.17.2020) : Newdelhi, India! ! ! ! !
! !
 
a moral ethics for new universe
is
re-establishing old moral values of humanity of old and good universe
a universal truth of compassion invthe age of artificial intelligence
a new DNA spacehumanity enterprise
a human hope for being good humanity revisited
a poetry of astrophysicist's ethics of humanity for all humans
a post-existential reality values of futurist's noble silence for global voyage
neverending beecomingness
a healing with compassion legacy of leading humanity
algebra of future in innerspace symposium i can't wait to enlighten
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Logo Of Nyein Way
 
&quot;simplicity makes the world
happy,
wise
and
innocent.&quot;
***********/*******/*********/
But life is simply
always
Uncertain.
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Loss
 
realities are diversified lessons for contemplative truths
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Lucky Glory
 
a multi-cloudy grassland in the sky
learning simplicity of impossibility in truths
energy of innocent waves
a human civilization that creates peace in diversifiedqualities in quantum poetics
of hope in intelligence
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Madness In Poetry
 
moving dusts in the wind, creating an innovative realms of
mind_matteratmosphere of trendy breeze in deeper sense of understanding zone
A specific vision in alternative reality in 99 parallel rivers
 
(Ref: 99_Rivers: A NEW WORLD POETICS BY NYEIN WAY)
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Manifesto Of Inner Space Station
 
hrowing silent compassion
a new discovery of mental renewness
in time of dark age of humanity
a sci-fi movies of applauding humanity
for song of future
the wonder manifesto of inner spaceman
a footage of solar system
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Mantra For Life
 
Present moment is simple enough to breath in and breathe out.
Something is always simple in complex darkness of life.
Breathing flow on chemistry of body and mind.
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Marionette In Moments Of Spacecraft
 
string is ego.
Desire ismachinery ofmarionette
Puppets are innocent things.
Beauty of anriaesthetics in neoroaesthetic realms
of
Postconceptuality in spaceship in the
Universe of
Wisdom.
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Martian Poetics
 
innocence as capital of mind
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Marvellous River
 
locality
across
borders
flows of vibrations of atoms and mentalities of humaniry aesthetivs
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Maturity Of Line_Portrait
 
Nothing is as important as something because something can be made out of ngs
from w leaves on the blue  are uncreative in the sense that there is no ego or
egoistic impressions.
Life is a play of diced karmic actions if you are wise enough to have compassion
to others.
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Meta_Poetic Boat In 99_Rivers
 
paralinguistic signs on behaviours of poetic thinking
paradign of space moves near to poeticnothingness phenomena which describes
changes in mood and changimgness in poetic styles and poetic voices of dialog
iCal situations
Impermanence in poetic creation or poetry makings
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Morning Is Sure To Appear
 
in its own natural trajectory of solar system
reputation of morning is live section of poetry in darkness
though one never experiwnces the existence of dawn
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Mountain Climbing
 
to breathe freshest air
to experience home of cloud moving
to know a bird's eye view
life...wisdom...and...beyond
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Multi-Voices Of Answers
 
a tree is a tree
mindfulness on presentness
the tranquiliry of nowness
no ego and no ego's obsessiveness
a road id a road
yes.
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My Dad
 
head up always
face toward
walk straightly
move silently
slowly constructive
always upright body acts
he has a say
&quot;life is simple and ce it wisely.&quot;
head up always! ! !
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My Mum Is A Timeless Beauty Ofinfinity Insidelove
 
my mum is an ordinary citizen
never travel anywhwre
home is her imaginative space for time travels
her personal space for powtry of orbits
my mum is a good narrator of buddhist myths and her life stoeies
which make me conceptual/postconceprual poet of umulti-universal teuths
her smiles are noble silence of her truths and her philosophy of life
my mum died at age 65
her friend cried for her merits done by mum
bur she is still alive in the service of wthics for life done by us
a beauty of smiles in the mountains of live ans compassion for humanity
mu mum is teuly just an oedinary person writing poetey od her own creatives by
serving others' goodness and wellness
which makes me undwrstand what quality of life is meant in humanity for all
mankinds
and energises me to be a poet of multi-universes by metta(loving kindness in pali
language)and compassion
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Nameless Mountains
 
just earth
Just mud
Just powders of earth
Cubist colours patterns by the sun light and by the moon light
Together with the speed of changing tone of time machines
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Neighbours
 
keeping and creating values of humanity in time of difficulties
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Neuro-Aesthetics Of Liberation
 
purificarion of mind
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New Men In Moments Of Space And Time And Beyond
Auto-Involumtary -Auto Conciousness Together- But-
Alternative State Of Mind
 
moral character overcomes everything in universe
a double sonic innocence
a voyage at mars takes at least inner mind continuum
no colonizing inside
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Nights
 
Stars in silence colours
puppets are innocent
mornings are born to win as dawnness
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No Forms
 
silence
Silence
Silence
Silence
Quiteness
Silence
No self
Silence
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No Identity
 
Global solution to identity conflict
is
that of
General_self_realixed
Consensus
On
The
Experienced,
Compassionate,
And
Deep
Wisdom
Through
The
Contemplative
Reality_mindfulness
Of
No self
(No Identity)
In terms of
Peace, mindful compassion and Loving kindness
For
All
Humanity Zone
Of
United Poetics.
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Oaths To Humanity Across Borders
 
i want to ne a good man.i am an ordinary citizen.
i want to be a good man.i am an ordinary citizen.
i want to be a good mam.i am an ordinary cirizen.
because i want to help others by doing simple and ordinary works
with humble mind and loving kindness
for peace and wisdom..
with little &quot;i&quot;.
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Orchestra Of Poetry For Peace
 
compassion after compassion after compassion
loving kindness after loving kindness.......
education of humanity in the age of digital culture
education of ethics after morality of universality
quantum mechanic waves of reality in compassion, loving kindness and education
for peace
environmental awareness of evolutionary -scientific discoveries
peace after peace after happiness aftwr peace after peace after hapiness after
peace
a stilllife nobility of distilled wisdom of silence
contemplation of mind-matter for peace orchestra of poetry in words, behaviour
and speech
a multiple-dimensionof peace
and mutiple-layered of peace
a smile in dawn! ! !
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P O E T R Y (.................)ever 100%
 
Poetry
Is
Home Of Cloud
Which is always and ever alive.
 
And also
 
Poetry is a critical_aesthetic discourse of myth_making,
creative_decreative_uncreative garden of legends.
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Padauk Flowers In Myanmar
 
drumming drakness of the night
mornings come and mornings go
but padauk is always thwre
with
the harmony
of
rains
on
everybody's
dreams
for
future.
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Peacefully With Compassion
 
like a moving breeze wave through the mountain ranges and flexible patterns of
clouds formations
poets are on the earth as rooted wisdom-oriented coompassionate poems
the communicative immune systems of poetry art
peace of wisdom poems
under breeze
under the clear blue sky
humans of all kinds are peace lovers as poets of the 21st century
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Performance Poetry
 
Dots of pencil
Questions of forests
Lions in the foresys
Rabbit on the grassland
Hope and wisdom
Creatives and uncreatives
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Philosophicalcalendar
 
an arrow in its own trajectory, questioning truths in human conditions
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Philosophy Of Independence
 
positive thinkings across history
begining of life for indepwndence
stand up when falling
build yourself
know yourself
learn life skills
know tech of virtual reality of digital culturw
know freedom in limited circumstances and games of life chouces
believe in yourself
away from existential confusion of obesessed traumas from outside world
be more tIhan yourself
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Poetry Is Spacewalk! !
 
mini waterfall through muscles of language and through vibratedsound of
subtelities
poetry in spacewalks
spacewalk itself is poetry
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Poetry Of 99-Rivers
 
Life is simply uncertain.
Always
So many questions and so many answers in multidimensionality of human
conditions
postexistenriality of humanistic futurism and posthumanistic futurism
the most ancient practising concepts: compassion and loving kindness
city of negotiated answers
impermance of moving flows in sweet, breezy and silent wisdom of changing
rivers of collaborated 99-ness
into the oceanography of poetry for humanity and posthumanity digitality in
neuro-aesthethic fictionaliry and natural happenings
in complexciry theories of life, something is always simple
we just live for todayness
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Poetry Of Eternality
 
.....................a........b......c....d...e...f....g...h....i...j
..k..l...m...o..p..q..r..s...t..u..v
 
.w...x..
y...
z.........
breathing stops..
breathing appears...
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Post-Apocalytic Poetiics In 21st Century
 
post-apoclytic poetics had been distinctly composed of global understanding and
self-realization upon the values of aesthetic and
experiential nodes as follows:
 
 
al humanity with global ethics of truths and social-individual values on changing
life forms on science and sprituality of human kinds as civilizational integrations
ha, loving kindness
a, compassion
tha, having good woll on others' success
ha, having balanved mind to events
g sympathy and empathy as life-long educational practice
mporary life as experimental poetry and temporariness of beings and ebents
iry across borders
racial discrimination on social justice and social responsibilities
normality as human conditions in exeistential freefom
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Prose Of Flowers
 
Though living for a short time, they are innocently beautifying the world with
colours and fragrances.
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Qlnhpowvy
 
life is not an alphabetical creation
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Questioning Boat In Throat(Title In Small Letter)
 
walking in the rain without tomorrow
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Rabbit In The Forest
 
timing in the homeless virus
Guiding unknown stars in the fur of humanity
Reaching into the sky of the compassionate aesthetics
A rabbit in the film
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Relaxing Trees In Haymalayyas Forest
 
purple leaves on white sky
a calm wind as a peaceful wing of change
essence of life: Moral Ethics, Concentrated Compassion and Loving Kindness and
Wisdom Of Liberated-Balanced Mind
A Tree is relaxed in the middle of dreamy forest haymalayyas
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Rhyming Questions
 
Poetry is a myth.
Language is a knit.
Poem is a trick.
Life is a trip.
BEAUTY is a hit.
Truth is a kit.
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Riverdance
 
through darkness and light
Touching sun and moon
Breeding youth and energy
Flows of active wisdom distilled
Through mountains, rivers, skies, oceans
And
Breaths
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Road Of Poetics
 
through so many lessons of life
Still life always has a say
about
silence
of
innicence.
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Roofed
 
poetry of the youth
across the rivers of hope
days of timing frogs
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Rope
 
quests of throated boat
Flowing stillness
 
In the forwarders of functional_notional syllabus
Of
Life
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Shadow Of Night
 
Is a conceptual liberation
Out of being and becoming a poem.
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Simplicity Documents
 
nornings are hopes of the darkness.
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Sky
 
A child's laboratory
Of
Hope
For
Breaths
In
Moments
Of
Imaginative
Humaniry.
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Snow Mountains
 
beauty of wisdom
in
the
republic
of
the
answer
to
abstraction
of
life
and
human
conditions
in
an
alternative
dimension
of
reality.
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Sorrow
 
*******************************
( ) .....(......) .....() ...? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ¿?
 
 
 
 
 
 
.......................? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ...() ...
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Steps/Ands
 
from births to child to man
steps
on
and
out
and
forward
amd
inward
and
circularity
and
how steps articulate in humanity
and
human choice
and
norakity
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Story Of New Poetics
 
once upon a time
there was a poet in a room of theorectical poetic innovation.
that's all readers need to know.
a post-conceptual rivers of 99 parallel existantial breaths.
that's all people need to know about nyeinway in yangon, myanmar.
Poetry is uncertainty.
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Streets In Yangon, Myanmar
 
full of dreams
full of dawns
full of strengths for life
 
young generations of Myanmar
wise walks of life
across drakest years of circumstances
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Supressive Weights Of Obessive Thoughts In
Procession
 
a fleshy cube of smelly tombs of meat on the tree desired by a fox
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Systems Of Games Or Stragedies
 
freedom in free time
of
emorional machine
in
neuroaesthics
of
culrural zone
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Talk Of Escaped Teuths
 
harbour of rain and mountain of snow
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Ten Answers..Part One
 
poetry is in the attached file
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Ten Answers..
 
poetry part two is in the attached file
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Ten .
 
powtry is in the attached file below.
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Ten
 
10 questions raised Art Educator and Director Of Myan/Art Gallery NatLie
Johnston in June,2020 for the book Contemporary Art In Myanmar
Is in the attached file
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The Greatest Positive- Energy-Weapon Of Humanity
For Global Solidirity
 
metta in pali language
- - - - - - - - - - - -
 
loving kindness or compassionate love
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
in english languagefor peace, wisdom
and
humanity
for
all living or nonliving things
in
three world theory:
action-reactionworld, animate world and the qorld of environment, living things,
nonliving things and action-reaction process
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The Last Poem
 
No words and no trees
......................
..............
.............
.....................
...
.
...................
 
 
 
................nowordsnotrees....
.....
....
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The Night_Shadow
 
Inside the flesh, blood, colours, hues and music,
 
Rainbows may be sleeping
Seas may be flowing
Oceans may be in the meditative stillness
Colourful waves of human streams may be vibrating
Flowers may be trying to bloom out
Trees may be taller than before
Births may be singing a song of freedom
Unbirthdays may be celebrating their significance
Compassion and loving kindness may be in the speed of arrows
Mountains may be born free
Lightmay be in the multidimensional flights
 
Whatever however
and
who knows? ?
 
Inside the shadow tree of night,
Being alive with
Mindfulness
And
Balance_minded wisdom of time
Silence of golden moments
Inside the shadow of night.
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Time
 
Emotion Machines
Touches of moving circles
Concept machines
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Toilet Talk
 
I clean it again and again.
Who makes it dirty again and again?
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Too Many Times
 
Sun and moon are hope and life
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Torch Light
 
Friendship
Real friend
In
Time
Of
Changingness.
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Tragic-Comedy Of Economic Trap
 
greed......greed...ignorance....greed....
greed.....greed....more greedy....more ignorance
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Trans-World Theory
 
sitting silently
with mindfulness art
of
breaths in nature
(written in 1975)
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Treasure Island
 
full of compassion in every moment of breath
after...................
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Trees
 
a variety of answers to the experimentalist's question
question itself is an experienced answer for diversity in harmony and harmony in
unity
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Uncreative Manifesto(2005)
 
poem is in the attached file.
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Unique Beach
 
happiness and wisdom goes together with quiestest laziness
over the ballons of dreams
breeze smiles
unfinished wings in texts of life-initiated maps of vies in thoughts
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Universal Poetics: Homage To Albert Einstein
 
poetic E =Humanity MC²
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Universities
 
A nest of philosophical birds
Through the darkness of thinking web
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Village Of Wisdom
 
Conceprual poetry
is
uncreatively deconstructive.
 
11.7.2020
yangon, myanmar.
 
nyeinway thepostconceptualpoetandexperimentalpoet.
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Waves Of Wants
 
Wonderful cloud ridden by human dreams
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What Is Poetry? ? ?
 
Poetry is just a myth.
Poetry is reality.
Poetry is impression.
Poetry is multi_voices.
Poetry is peace.
Poetry is misery.
Poetry is happiness.
Poetry is life experiences Poetry is humanity.
Poetry is narration.
 
Nyein Way
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Winter Song
 
Among the strangers of unknowns....
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Wisdom House Of Silence
 
A dim light in poetry
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Y/Ups And Downs
 
doings and makings
wuthout knowing thyself.
a mythology of Greek speaks out
one day, one myth.
what is Y in Ups? ? ? ? ? asked by a poem nyein way din't know
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Yesterday
 
was a dream
today is awakening truths of the clouds
tomorrow is a narrating ocean touching the sky
poetry is just a legend.
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Zenness Of Insight
 
A marvel stone on the wooden table
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